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Abstract
Incorporating information from other lan-001
guages can improve the results of tasks in002
low-resource languages. A powerful method003
of building functional natural language pro-004
cessing systems for low-resource languages005
is to combine multilingual pre-trained rep-006
resentations with cross-lingual transfer learn-007
ing. In general, however, shared represen-008
tations are learned separately, either across009
tasks or across languages. This paper pro-010
poses a meta-learning approach for inferring011
natural language in Persian. Alternately, meta-012
learning uses different task information (such013
as QA in Persian) or other language informa-014
tion (such as natural language inference in En-015
glish). Also, we investigate the role of task016
augmentation strategy for forming additional017
high-quality tasks. We evaluate the proposed018
method using four languages and an auxil-019
iary task. Compared to the baseline approach,020
the proposed model consistently outperforms021
it, improving accuracy by roughly six percent.022
We also examine the effect of finding appro-023
priate initial parameters using zero-shot evalu-024
ation and CCA similarity.025

1 Introduction026

In natural language processing (NLP), the goal is to027

improve models for the processing and production028

of human languages. As part of NLP, several tasks029

are defined, each of which covers a different level030

of natural language understanding. Meanwhile,031

natural language inference (NLI) is considered an032

appropriate and rigorous measure of language com-033

prehension. This task requires to recognize the con-034

sequences of natural language sentences, which in-035

dicates how well it understands the language (Mac-036

Cartney, 2009).037

NLI aims to determine the inferential relation-038

ship between a premise p and a hypothesis h. The039

problem involves a three-class classification in040

which every pair (p, h) falls into one of three cat-041

egories: entailment, contradiction, and neutral. If042

the hypothesis can be inferred from the premise, 043

pair (p, h) will be assigned to the entailment class. 044

For a hypothesis that contradicts the premise, pair 045

(p, h) will be assigned to the contradiction and neu- 046

tral otherwise (Amirkhani et al., 2020). 047

As we know, the Persian language lacks suf- 048

ficient linguistic resources when it comes to 049

natural language understanding. The lack of 050

data can be addressed by collecting annotated 051

data, but this process is both time-consuming 052

and expensive (Nooralahzadeh et al., 2020). 053

FarsTail (Amirkhani et al., 2020) is currently avail- 054

able for Persian, which is created using the same 055

method as SciTail (Khot et al., 2018). It contains 056

10,367 samples. Also, ParsiNLU (Khashabi et al., 057

2021) is created for high-level tasks in Persian and 058

for NLI , it consists of 2700 samples. As it turns 059

out, this amount of data is too small compared with 060

resource-rich languages (such as English, which 061

has only 550,000 samples in the SNLI (Bowman 062

et al., 2015) dataset). 063

Researchers have tried to solve the data scarcity 064

problem by using cross-language methods. Recent 065

work on cross-lingual learning has mainly focused 066

on transfer between languages already covered 067

by pre-trained representations (Wu and Dredze, 068

2019). Nonetheless, these techniques do not read- 069

ily transfer to low-resource languages in which (1) 070

large monolingual corpora are unavailable for pre- 071

training, and (2) sufficient labeled data is lacking 072

for fine-tuning downstream tasks (Xia et al., 2021). 073

The results of experimental studies for Per- 074

sian using different embedding methods includ- 075

ing word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), fastText (Bo- 076

janowski et al., 2017), ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), 077

and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and various mod- 078

els, such as, DecompAtt (Parikh et al., 2016), 079

ESIM (Chen et al., 2016), HBMP (Talman et al., 080

2019), and ULMFiT (Howard and Ruder, 2018) is 081

reported in FarsTail (Amirkhani et al., 2020). Al- 082

though this cross-lingual information sharing has 083
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enabled success in various natural language pro-084

cessing tasks, it raises the question of how we can085

achieve more effective collaborative learning be-086

tween languages or even between different tasks.087

Recently, meta-learning has shown to be effec-088

tive for a variety of machine learning tasks, includ-089

ing NLP (Koch et al., 2015; Ravi and Larochelle,090

2016; Qian and Yu, 2019). This paper uses a meta-091

learning-based method for learning parameters in092

the joint space of tasks and languages. Auxiliary093

languages include English, Spanish, French, and094

German, while QA is the auxiliary task.095

Alternatively, an essential prerequisite for the096

successful application of meta-learning is a task097

distribution from which a large number of tasks098

can be sampled to train the meta-learner. How-099

ever, in NLP, datasets are usually considered as100

tasks (Nooralahzadeh et al., 2020; Qi and Du,101

2020). There are two main problems with treat-102

ing entire datasets as tasks. The first problem is103

overfitting, in which a meta-learner is overfitted104

to a small number of training tasks since there is105

only a small number of supervised datasets for each106

NLP problem. A second concern is that the het-107

erogeneity of NLP datasets may result in learn-108

ing episodes that lead to memorization overfitting,109

where a meta-learner ignores the support set and110

fails to adapt (Murty et al., 2021). To improve the111

quality and quantity of tasks, we use the DReCa112

(Murty et al., 2021) approach as our data augmen-113

tation strategy.114

In this paper, we employ meta-learning algo-115

rithms and DReCa task augmentation to enhance116

the Persian NLI task. Our models are evaluated117

on the FarsTail dataset. Experimental results show118

that we push Persian NLI accuracy forward more119

than 6% and zero-shot accuracy by about 4%, set-120

ting a new state-of-the-art result for this task. In121

summary, the main contributions of our research122

are:123

• We have enabled effective parameter sharing124

across multiple languages and tasks by provid-125

ing a meta-learning approach. To the best of126

the authors’ knowledge, this is the first study127

of the interaction between several languages128

and tasks at different levels of abstraction to129

solve a high-level problem in the Persian lan-130

guage. The evaluation results are based on131

the FarsTail dataset as a reference dataset in132

the Persian language. The datasets available133

in the XTREME benchmark (Hu et al., 2020)134

has also been used for auxiliary languages and 135

tasks. 136

• We examine a metadata augmentation strategy 137

named DReCa (Murty et al., 2021) that takes 138

as input a set of tasks (entire datasets). We 139

then decompose them to approximate some 140

of the latent reasoning categories underlying 141

these datasets, such as various syntactic con- 142

structs within a dataset, or semantic categories 143

such as quantifiers and negation. 144

• We also evaluate the trained model in zero- 145

shot mode, which means that the target lan- 146

guage (Persian) data never appears during the 147

training process. The test indicates the gener- 148

ality of the model. 149

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol- 150

lows: Section 2 briefly describes related work. Sec- 151

tion 3 introduces our method, and in section 4, we 152

explain the details of the experimental setup. Sec- 153

tion 5 presents practical results. The results analy- 154

sis and some justification are described in section 155

6. We conclude the paper and summarize future 156

directions in section 7. 157

2 Related Work 158

In this section, we briefly outline related work in 159

three areas. The first area is models based on cross- 160

lingual algorithms. In the second area, we highlight 161

methods based on meta-learning. Finally, we sum- 162

marize existing data augmentation strategies. 163

2.1 Models based on Cross-lingual 164

Cross-lingual learning is a method for transfer- 165

ring knowledge from one natural language to an- 166

other (Pikuliak et al., 2021). Pre-trained models 167

are one of the most widely used examples of cross- 168

lingual learning. Since these models have achieved 169

good results, so Wu and Dredze (2019) explored 170

the broader cross-lingual potential of mBERT (mul- 171

tilingual BERT) as a zero-shot language transfer 172

model with five NLP tasks including NLI , covering 173

a total of 39 languages. Also, Wang et al. (2019) 174

provides a comprehensive study of the contribution 175

of different components in mBERT to its cross- 176

lingual ability. In addition, it examines the impact 177

of the linguistic properties of the languages, the ar- 178

chitecture of the model, and the learning objectives. 179

Conneau and Lample (2019) proposed two meth- 180

ods for learning cross-lingual language models, one 181
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using monolingual data and the other using paral-182

lel data and a new cross-lingual language model183

objective. Singh et al. (2019) introduced a cross-184

lingual data augmentation method that substitutes185

part of the input text with its translation in another186

language.187

Huertas-Tato et al. (2021) designed a new archi-188

tecture called Siamese Inter-Lingual Transformer189

(SILT), to align multilingual embeddings for NLI190

efficiently. The paper points out that transformer191

models are unable to generalize to other domains192

and have problems with multilingual and inter-193

linguistic scenarios. A new network has been de-194

veloped to overcome these weaknesses by combin-195

ing three parts: a multilingual transformer as pre-196

trained embedding, an alignment matrix to com-197

pute the similarity between two sentences, and a198

multi-head self-attention block to interpret input199

strings.200

Despite the advances that Cross-lingual methods201

have made, building NLP systems in these settings202

is challenging for several reasons. First, the tar-203

get language does not contain sufficient annotated204

data for effective fine-tuning. Secondly, pre-trained205

multilingual representations are not directly trans-206

ferable due to language disparities (Xia et al., 2021).207

In contrast to these methods, we consider setting208

up training models simultaneously on multiple lan-209

guages and tasks.210

2.2 Meta-learning211

Meta-learning addresses the problem of learning212

to learn. By examining many learning problems,213

a meta-learner learns a model (Liu et al., 2020).214

Specifically, the meta-learner uses a meta training215

set MS = {(Ssi ,Tsi )}
Ns

i=1 , where (Ssi ,Tsi ) are the216

training (support) and test (query) set of the ith217

learning problem and N s is the number of learn-218

ing problems used for training; and a meta test set219

MT =
{(

Sti,Tti
)}Nt

i=1
, where

(
Sti,Tti

)
are the sup-220

port and query set of the ith test learning problem,221

while N t is the number of learning problems used222

for the test. Given MS, the meta-learner learns223

how to map a pair (S,T) into an algorithm that224

leverages S to optimally solve T.225

Due to the lack of well-defined task distribution,226

meta-learning has not yet succeeded in NLP , lead-227

ing to attempts that treat datasets as tasks. An ad228

hoc task distribution causes problems with quantity229

and quality. Murty et al. (2021) provide a way to230

break down heterogeneous tasks such as datasets231

into a set of appropriate subtasks. With this method, 232

data is transferred to the feature space using a pre- 233

trained model. They use k-means to decompose 234

data into k clusters and create tasks by combining 235

these clusters. 236

Recently, however, the combination of cross- 237

lingual techniques in meta-learning frameworks 238

has also been extensively studied. To train a model 239

for low-resource languages on NLI and QA tasks, 240

Nooralahzadeh et al. (2020) uses the MAML al- 241

gorithm and auxiliary languages. van der Heij- 242

den et al. (2021) study the text documents classi- 243

fication problem in monolingual and multilingual 244

modes, using different algorithms such as, Pro- 245

totypical Networks (Snell et al., 2017), MAML 246

(Finn et al., 2017), Reptile (Nichol et al., 2018), 247

and ProtoMAML (Triantafillou et al., 2019). Also, 248

Tarunesh et al. (2021) examine the interaction be- 249

tween different languages and tasks to learn an 250

appropriate common feature space. 251

Additionally, transfer-learning can be helpful for 252

low-resource languages. Xia et al. (2021) introduce 253

a meta-learning-based framework called MetaXL 254

for extremely low-resource languages. MetaXL 255

learns an intelligent representational conversion 256

from several auxiliary languages to the target lan- 257

guage, bringing the feature space of these lan- 258

guages closer together for more efficient conver- 259

sion. The main idea is to use a Representation 260

Transformation network between the main model 261

layers which are trained only with target language 262

data. 263

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the 264

first attempt to study meta-learning for solving the 265

NLI problem in the Persian language. Also, we 266

are pioneers in using task-language pairs as meta- 267

learning tasks in the Persian language. 268

2.3 Task Augmentation 269

Machine learning algorithms usually assume that 270

the train and test data have the same distribution. In 271

contrast, the meta-learning framework treats tasks 272

as training examples and trains a model to adapt to 273

all of them. Meta-learning also assumes that the 274

training and new tasks are drawn from the same 275

distribution of tasks p(τ). In NLP, datasets are 276

typically treated as tasks, and meta-learners are 277

then overfitting their adaptation mechanisms. NLP 278

datasets are highly heterogeneous, which causes 279

many learning episodes to have the poor transfer 280

between their support and query sets, which dis- 281
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suades meta-learners from adapting (Murty et al.,282

2021).283

To deal with overfitting challenges, Yin et al.284

(2019) propose a meta-regularizer to mitigate mem-285

orization overfitting, but don’t study learner over-286

fitting. Rajendran et al. (2020) study task augmen-287

tation for mitigating meta-learners overfitting in288

the context of few-shot label adaptation. SMLMT289

method (Bansal et al., 2020) creates new self-290

supervised tasks that improve meta-overfitting, but291

this does not directly address the dataset-as-tasks292

problem. In contrast, the DReCa method (Murty293

et al., 2021) addresses the dataset-as-tasks prob-294

lem and focuses on using clustering as a way to295

subdivide and fix tasks that already exist. In this pa-296

per, we use DReCa as a task augmentation strategy297

for our method since it mitigates meta-overfitting298

without any additional unlabeled data.299

NLI QA
FA FarsTail (10.3K) PersianQA (9K)
EN XNLI (392k) —
ES tr. XNLI (392k) —
DE tr. XNLI (392k) —
FR tr. XNLI (392k) —

Table 1: Overview of datasets from a variety of
sources. For the NLI task, we use the XNLI dataset
for English, and their translated versions (tr.) for
Spanish(ES), German(DE), and French(FR) pro-
vided in XTREME. For each dataset, the number
of training instances is also mentioned.

3 The Proposed Methodology300

In our setting, firstly, we prepare a set of task-301

language pairs to provide meta-learning tasks. Af-302

terward, in each episode, we sample some tasks and303

feed them to the meta-learner. In the rest of this304

section, we describe the proposed task sampling305

strategy, the proposed meta-learning algorithm, and306

the proposed task augmentation strategy.307

3.1 The Proposed Task Sampling Strategy308

In meta-learning, task selection has a profound im-309

pact on model performance. For this reason, we cre-310

ate a queue of tasks first. We can create this queue311

using different scenarios such as selecting lan-312

guages for a target task (Gu et al., 2018), selecting313

tasks for a target language (Dou et al., 2019), and314

picking from various auxiliary languages and auxil-315

iary tasks. In the meta-training section, we sample316

some tasks from the queue. Formally, the queue’s317

tasks are represented by D. We need to sample 318

tasks fromM, which is a Multinomial distribution 319

over PD(i)s. Thus, we investigate temperature- 320

based heuristic sampling (Aharoni et al., 2019), 321

which defines the probability of any dataset as a 322

function of its size as, 323

PD(i) = q
1/τ
i /

(
n∑
k=1

q
1/τ
k

)
(1) 324

where PD(i) is the probability of sampling the ith 325

task, qi is the size of ith task, and τ is the temper- 326

ature parameter. With τ = 1, tasks are randomly 327

sampled proportionately to their dataset sizes, and 328

with τ →∞, they follow a uniform distribution. 329

3.2 The Proposed Meta-learning Algorithms 330

Meta-learning is the process of building a model 331

that can solve a new task with only a few labeled 332

examples by training on a variety of tasks with rich 333

annotations. The key idea is to train the model’s 334

initial parameters such that the model has maximal 335

performance on a new task after the parameters 336

have been updated through zero or a couple of gra- 337

dient steps (Yin, 2020). MAML (model-agnostic 338

meta-learning) (Finn et al., 2017) is one of the most 339

significant algorithms. We describe one episode of 340

the MAML algorithm in Appendix A.1. MAML 341

is quite difficult to train, since there are two levels 342

of training. Therefore, we use the following two 343

optimization-based and metric-based meta-learning 344

algorithms in this work. 345

Reptile (Nichol et al., 2018) is a first-order 346

optimization-based algorithm that moves weights 347

toward a manifold of the weighted averages of 348

task-specific parameters θ(m)
i . It samples training 349

tasks from p(T ) : τ1, · · · , τi, · · · , τn. For each 350

training task, it generates an episode that just con- 351

tains the support set data. For training task τi, 352

let’s assume the original parameters θ have gone 353

through m steps of updating and become θ(m)
i (i.e., 354

θ
(m)
i = AdamW(Lτi , θ,m) (2)), then Reptile up- 355

dates θ as follows (Yin, 2020): 356

θ ← θ + β
1

|{T }|
∑
τi∼M

(
θ
(m)
i − θ

)
(3) 357

Prototypical Networks (Snell et al., 2017) is a 358

metric-based meta-learning algorithm. Prototypi- 359

cal networks learn a metric space in which classifi- 360

cation can be performed by computing distances to 361

prototype representations of each class. In general, 362
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they are composed of an embedding network fθ and363

a distance function d (x1, x2). Using the following364

equation, the embedding network encodes the sup-365

port set samples Sc and computes prototypes µc366

per class based on the mean sample encodings for367

that class.368

µc =
1

|Sc|
∑

(xi,yi)∈Sc

fθ (xi) . (4)369

A Prototypical network classifies a new sample370

according to the following rule.371

p(y = c | x) = exp (−d (fθ(x), µc))∑
c′∈C exp (−d (fθ(x), µc′))

(5)372

Thus, we define the distance-based cross entropy373

(DCE) loss as follows:374

Loss(DCE) = − logP (y = c | x) (6)375

To ensure that the feature space is robust to noise,376

we also use the Cross Entropy (CE) loss (more377

details can be found in Appendix A.3.1).378

3.3 The Task Augmentation Strategy379

First, we use dataset-as-tasks strategy that is the380

most common method for selecting tasks for meta-381

learning in NLP applications. Next, we employ382

DReCa to form additional high quality tasks. The383

goal of DReCa is to take a heterogeneous task384

(such as a dataset) and produce a decomposed385

set of tasks. Given a training task T tri , DReCa386

first groups examples by their labels, and then em-387

beds examples within each group with an embed-388

ding function EMBED(.). Concretely, for each389

N -way classification task T tri , it forms groups390

gil = {(EMBED(xi) , yi) | yi = l}. Then, it pro-391

ceeds to refine each label group into K clusters392

via k-means clustering to break down T tri into393

groups
{
Cj
(
gil
)}K

j=1
for l = 1, 2, . . . , N. These394

cluster groups can be used to produceKN potential395

DReCa tasks. Each task is obtained by choosing396

one of K clusters for each of the N label groups,397

and taking their union.398

4 Experimental Setup399

4.1 Datasets400

We use FarsTail (Amirkhani et al., 2020) for the tar-401

get dataset. FarsTail is the only large-scale Persian402

corpus for the NLI task, with 10,367 samples. The403

samples are generated from 3,539 multiple-choice404

questions with the least amount of annotators’ in- 405

terventions or selected from natural sentences that 406

already exist independently in the wild, similarly 407

to the SciTail dataset (Khot et al., 2018). 408

We also use XTREME (Hu et al., 2020) as an 409

auxiliary dataset. XTREME is a multilingual multi- 410

task benchmark consisting of classification, struc- 411

tured prediction, QA , and retrieval tasks. We use 412

this benchmark to prepare NLI data for auxiliary 413

languages. Note that, large-scale datasets for NLI 414

were only available in English. However, the au- 415

thors of XTREME developed a custom-built trans- 416

lation system to get translated datasets for NLI. 417

Furthermore, we consider the QA as an auxiliary 418

task. Therefore, we use PersianQA (Ayoubi and 419

Davoodeh, 2021) which is a Persian reading com- 420

prehension dataset for QA, containing over 9000 421

entries. Table 1 summarizes the employed dataset 422

specifications. 423

4.2 Baselines 424

On the FarsTail dataset, Amirkhani et al. (2020) 425

present results of various traditional and deep 426

learning-based methods. According to the re- 427

sults of this paper, the highest test accuracy is 428

obtained by using a translation-based approach, 429

i.e., Translate-Source with fastText embeddings. In 430

Translate-Source, the Persian-translated MultiNLI 431

training set is combined with FarsTail training 432

data for training an ESIM model. Furthermore, 433

FarsTail’s authors reported mBERT fine-tuning re- 434

sults in FarsTail webpage1. Therefore, we use these 435

results as baselines. 436

4.3 Implementation Details 437

In this study, we aim to compare the effects of meta- 438

learning algorithms on classification accuracy with 439

those of fine-tuning and non-episodic algorithms. 440

To make a fair comparison, we first fine-tune our 441

pre-trained models using training data of the aux- 442

iliary task in a non-episodic approach. Afterward, 443

we fine-tune the obtained model using the training 444

data of the target task. In this approach, we use 445

mBERT (Devlin et al., 2019), and XLM-R (Con- 446

neau et al., 2020), which are known as the state-of- 447

the-art multilingual pre-trained models, and Pars- 448

BERT (Farahani et al., 2021) as a monolingual 449

transformer-based model for the Persian language. 450

In the meta-learning approach, we use the XLM- 451

R model with output layers tailored for each task 452

1https://github.com/dml-qom/FarsTail
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and train it with Reptile and Prototypical algo-453

rithms. To select the hyperparameters of the Rep-454

tile algorithm, we utilize the experiments done in455

Tarunesh et al. (2021). Appendix A.2 provides fur-456

ther details. The Prototypical algorithm is used457

only in cross-lingual experiments, and we use Eu-458

clidean distance as its distance function. The auxil-459

iary languages are arranged in two scenarios. In the460

first scenario, support and query set data are gener-461

ated from auxiliary languages, while in the second462

scenario, the query set is drawn from both auxil-463

iary and target languages. Detailed information is464

provided in Appendix A.3.2.465

Furthermore, we fine-tune the obtained models466

on Persian training data using the following two467

methods. The first method is non-episodic, which468

involves fine-tuning models in batches. The sec-469

ond method is episodic, in which episodes are con-470

structed first, and then the models are fine-tuned471

according to the algorithm used.472

5 Results473

The meta-learning model is tested on different com-474

binations and configurations of the auxiliary tasks.475

The accuracy results of the Reptile algorithm are476

presented in Table 2. In addition to the zero-shot477

and fine-tuning results, we report the accuracy of478

another scenario. In this scenario, training data of479

the target language is placed in the meta-training480

stage along with other auxiliary tasks and cooperate481

in a training process. Consequently, this scenario482

does not involve fine-tuning phase. The results483

of the mentioned scenario are shown in the last484

column of Table 2.485

Table 3 shows the accuracy scores using the Pro-486

totypical Network. In the first section of this table,487

we generate both support and query sets from Per-488

sian language data, without using auxiliary tasks.489

In the second section of this table, the results of the490

first multi-lingual scenario (where both the support491

and query sets are generated from auxiliary lan-492

guages data) are reported in rows 5 to 12. In rows493

13 to 16, we show the results of the second multi-494

lingual scenario (where the support set is drawn495

from auxiliary language data and the query set is496

drawn from both auxiliary and Persian language497

data). Lastly, we added the DReCa strategy and498

presented the results in rows 17 to 20.499

Additionally, we conducted zero-shot evalua-500

tions of both algorithms. Zero-shot results are pre-501

sented in the first accuracy column of Tables 2 and502

3. The confusion matrices of the best-performing 503

models for both Reptile and Prototypical algo- 504

rithms are also depicted in Appendix A.4. 505

6 Discussion and Analysis 506

Table 2 shows that the multi-lingual models are 507

always better than the multi-task models. Due to 508

the fact that tasks like NLI (which require deeper 509

semantic representations) are more likely to benefit 510

from combining data from different languages. We 511

found that our meta-learned models perform bet- 512

ter than baselines and non-episodic models. The 513

reason is that the goal of standard meta-learning 514

is to find a model that generalizes well to a new 515

target task. In addition, we compared two different 516

meta-learning algorithms to evaluate their superi- 517

ority in this paper. From Tables 2 and 3, we can 518

see that Prototypical performed better than Rep- 519

tile. It is because Prototypical networks use class 520

representations instead of example representations. 521

Therefore, it finds a suitable representation for each 522

class during the meta-train stage. 523

As part of another experiment, we combined 524

data from the target language with data from other 525

auxiliary tasks for meta-training. Based on the re- 526

sults of these experiments (last column of Table 2 527

for Reptile and rows 13 to 16 of Table 3 for Proto- 528

typical), the model’s accuracy has decreased. This 529

is due to the fact that target language data is so 530

small when compared with auxiliary language data. 531

So, unbalanced training data confuses the training 532

process and decreases the model’s accuracy. In any 533

case, the cooperation of the target language during 534

the training process is a great idea for future work. 535

As indicated in the last two columns of Table 3, 536

episodic fine-tuning is significantly superior to nor- 537

mal fine-tuning. It demonstrates that episodic train- 538

ing is effective even on single language data and 539

creates a generality in the level of training and test 540

data. 541

We examined the proximity between the fea- 542

ture spaces of the auxiliary languages and the tar- 543

get language quantitatively and qualitatively. At 544

first, we collect representations of the auxiliary 545

and target languages from non-episodic, Reptile, 546

and Prototypical models. In Fig. 1, we present 2- 547

component PCA visualization for comparison. We 548

also evaluated the models using a distance metric 549

commonly used in vision and NLP tasks (Hutten- 550

locher et al., 1993; Dubuisson and Jain, 1994; Pa- 551

tra et al., 2019; Xia et al., 2021). Informally, the 552
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Row Model Shot Aux. Tasks Zero-shot non-episodic fine-tune Add NLI-fa in m.t.

Baselines
1 Translate-Source∗ — — — 78.13 —
2 mBERT∗ — — — 83.38 —

Non-episodic approach
3 ParsBERT — — — 74.64 —
4

mBERT
— — — 81.95 —

5 — nli-en 56.53 81.38 —

6 — nli-(en,
es, de, fr) 67.88 82.34 —

7
XLM-R

— — — 81.97 —
8 — nli-en 69.49 86.55 —

9 — nli-(en,
es, de, fr) 69.09 84.69 —

Meta-learning approach
10

XLM-R

1

nli-en

64.19 84.31 83.37
11 4 70.96 87.17 86.00
12 8 70.70 87.11 86.65
13 16 71.03 87.43 86.52
14 1

nli-(en,
es, de, fr)

65.17 85.21 83.91
15 4 72.27 87.57 85.74
16 8 71.61 88.35 88.22
17 16 71.22 88.02 87.76
18 1

qa-fa

34.18 81.48 81.58
19 4 34.18 81.38 84.96
20 8 33.79 82.14 83.59
21 16 34.18 82.23 84.70
22 1

nli-en,
qa-fa

46.42 83.53 85.16
23 4 66.02 86.52 86.26
24 8 64.26 86.98 86.46
25 16 46.88 86.52 86.13

Table 2: Average test accuracy of the Reptile algorithm with baselines and non-episodic approach results
on the Persian NLI task. The first accuracy column shows results before fine-tuning on the Persian NLI
train-set (called zero-shot). In the second accuracy column, we provided results after fine-tuning on the
Persian NLI train-sets. The last accuracy column reports results of using the Persian NLI train-set in the
meta-training phase (m.t.). The data with ∗ comes from FarsTail’s paper and webpage.

Row Model Shot Support Query Zero-shot non-episodic fine-tune episodic fine-tune

Without auxiliary tasks
1

XLM-R

1

nli-fa nli-fa

— 70.38 79.30
2 4 — 81.97 85.22
3 8 — 83.98 84.64
4 16 — 85.29 85.74

With auxiliary tasks
5

XLM-R

1

nli-en nli-en

68.10 84.83 86.07
6 4 70.57 86.72 87.50
7 8 70.77 86.72 87.37
8 16 73.18 87.76 88.54
9 1

nli-(en,
es, de, fr)

nli-(en,
es, de, fr)

69.15 85.01 85.97
10 4 70.25 86.78 87.63
11 8 71.09 88.48 89.39
12 16 72.20 88.15 88.28
13 1

nli-(en,
es, de, fr)

nli-(en, es,
de, fr, fa)

— 84.15 85.12
14 4 — 86.33 86.78
15 8 — 86.33 86.46
16 16 — 86.78 87.24
17

XLM-R+
DReCa

8 nli-en nli-en 70.44 87.96 88.87
18 16 71.94 87.24 88.74
19 8 nli-(en,

es, de, fr)
nli-(en,

es, de, fr)
71.16 87.74 88.48

20 16 71.61 87.30 88.22

Table 3: Average test accuracy on the Persian NLI task using Prototypical algorithm with and without
auxiliary tasks. The last accuracy column reports results after episodic fine-tuning on the Persian NLI
train-set.

Hausdorff distance measures the distance between553

data representations of auxiliary languages and the554

target language. Given a set of representations555

of the auxiliary language S = {s1, s2, . . . , sm}556

and a set of representations of the target language557

T = {t1, t2, . . . , tm} we compute the Hausdorff558

distance as follows: 559

max

{
max
s∈S

min
t∈T

d(s, t),max
t∈T

min
s∈S

d(s, t)

}
(7) 560

where cosine distance is used as the inner distance, 561

i.e., 562

d(s, t) , 1− cos(s, t) (8) 563
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Figure 1: PCA visualization of non-episodic, Reptile, and Prototypical models to examine the closeness
of the auxiliary and target languages feature spaces.

Compared to the non-episodic method, we ob-564

serve a drastic drop of Hausdorff distance from565

0.18 to 0.05 for Prototypical and also, we see a566

minor decline of Hausdorff distance from 0.18 to567

0.13 for Reptile. Both qualitative visualization and568

quantitative metrics confirm that meta-learning ap-569

proaches bring the distributions of auxiliary and570

target language data closer together, thus increas-571

ing the accuracy on the target language.572

Figure 2: CCA similarity for each transformer layer.
We calculate the similarity before and after fine-
tuning on the FarsTail training data.

The advantage of meta-learning methods is that573

they obtain the appropriate initial parameters for574

the target language, as mentioned. The zero-shot575

test is used as a criterion to evaluate this point,576

and it shows that meta-learning-based models are577

more accurate than other methods. The generality578

of the initial parameters can also be assessed via579

canonical correlation analysis (CCA) (Raghu et al.,580

2017; Morcos et al., 2018). Using this criterion,581

we compare the output of each layer before and582

after fine-tuning, and the results are presented in583

Fig. 2. The meta-learning models have a higher584

CCA similarity, which indicates the model obtained 585

more general parameters before fine-tuning. 586

In the next experiment, we apply the DReCa 587

strategy and train the model with the Prototypi- 588

cal algorithm. According to Table 3, some results 589

have improved, while others have remained the 590

same. It illustrates that task augmentation in meta- 591

algorithms affects the model’s accuracy. However, 592

defining the appropriate task augmentation strategy 593

still needs research. 594

7 Conclusion 595

We present effective use of meta-learning to ben- 596

efit from other tasks or languages. We advanta- 597

geously leverage this approach to improve NLI in 598

Persian as a low-source language. We found that 599

our meta-learning model outperformed competi- 600

tive baseline models. In response to the concept of 601

treating entire datasets as tasks, we use DReCa as 602

a general-purpose task augmenting approach. Fi- 603

nally, zero-shot evaluations illustrate the generality 604

of the results obtained by meta-learning. This work 605

will be extended to other cross-lingual NLP tasks 606

in Persian in the future. Furthermore, we would 607

like to use a self-supervised approach to provide a 608

useful starting point for parameters. 609
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A Appendix871

A.1 MAML Description872

MAML is one of the most popular meta-learning873

algorithms and it has proven its effectiveness in874

various fields (e.g., computer vision). MAML is875

able to find good initialization parameter values876

and adapt to new tasks quickly. This algorithm can877

be performed in one episode by following these878

steps:879

• Make a copy of the model with its initial pa-880

rameters θ.881

• Use the training set Dtrain
i to train the model882

as883

θ̂ = θ − α∇θLi
(
θ,Dtraini

)
(9)884

• Apply the model with the updated parameters885

θ̂ to the validation set Dval
i .886

• Use the loss on the validation set to update the887

initial parameters θ888

θ = θ − β∇θ
∑
i

Li
(
θ̂,Dvali

)
(10)889

A.2 Hyperparameters 890

Models are implemented using the PyTorch2 frame- 891

work. ParsBERT, mBERT and XLM-R implemen- 892

tations are taken from the HuggingFace library 3. 893

In our experiments, we used the AdamW opti- 894

mizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2018) with learning 895

rate 1e-5 to perform the inner loop of the Reptile 896

algorithm (2), which is known as meta-step. The 897

hyperparameters for the Reptile algorithm are listed 898

in Table 4. 899

Hyperparameter Value
epochs 2
number of iterations 20000
sequence length (for NLI) 128
sequence length (for QA) 384
dropout 0.1
optimizer AdamW
learning rate 1e-5
update steps (m) 3
number of class per episode (way) 2
queue length 4
temperature parameter (τ ) 1

Table 4: Hyperparameters for the Reptile algorithm

The hyperparameters for the Prototypical algo- 900

rithm are also shown in Table 5. Some parame- 901

ters are calculated based on a grid search, such as 902

Distance Cross-Entropy (DCE) and Cross-Entropy 903

(CE) coefficients, and others are chosen similar to 904

the Reptile algorithm. 905

Hyperparameter Value
epochs 2
number of iterations 20000
sequence length (for NLI) 128
dropout 0.1
optimizer AdamW
learning rate 1e-5
number of class per episode (way) 3
DCE coefficient (λ1) 1.0
CE coefficient (λ2) 1.0

Table 5: Hyperparameters for the Prototypical al-
gorithm

The number of iterations parameter varies ac- 906

cording to the value of the shot, and is chosen to 907

ensure that all instances in the dataset appear at 908

least once in each epoch. 909

2https://pytorch.org/
3https://huggingface.co/
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A.3 Prototypical Networks910

A.3.1 Loss Function911

As we mentioned in section 2.2, the primary loss912

function of the Prototypical algorithm is DCE.913

Since a prototype consists of distribution informa-914

tion from instances associated with it, the choice of915

these instances may introduce noise in the learned916

representation if the neural network is trained only917

by using the DCE loss. We use CE loss in addition918

to the DCE loss to make the feature space robust919

to noise. As a whole, we train the model with a920

combination of DCE loss and CE loss given by the921

following equation.922

Loss(overall) = λ1 Loss(DCE) + λ2 Loss(CE)
(11)923

A.3.2 Scenarios924

We considered two scenarios for making the925

episodes. In the first scenario, the model is trained926

only on auxiliary languages, then fine-tuned using927

the target language. Therefore, Only auxiliary lan-928

guages are used to generate support and query sets.929

An episode of the first scenario is shown in Table 6.930

In the second scenario, in addition to auxiliary931

languages, we also used the target language for932

training. So, the support set is constructed from933

auxiliary language data and the query set is gener-934

ated from both auxiliary and Persian language data.935

Table 7 shows an episode of the second scenario.936

A.4 Confusion Matrices937

The confusion matrices for the top-performing938

models (8-shot with four auxiliary languages) is de-939

picted in Fig. 3 showing the success of this method940

in improving the accuracy in all classes specially941

the neutral class.942
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Example Category
Support set (or Query set)

In the midst of this amazing amalgam of cultures is a passion for continuity
⇒ A passion for continuity is not the most important of these cultures

neutral

The river plays a central role in all visits to Paris.
⇒ The river is central to all vacations to Paris

entailment

For the moment, he sought refuge in retreat, and left the room precipitately.
⇒ He stayed put and sat on the floor.

contradiction

Table 6: Example for a 3-way 1-shot episode in the first scenario. In this example we select support set
and query set samples from English dataset. As support and query sets are generated similarly, only one
set is shown in this table.

Example Category
Support set

Recuerda que una vez mencionó que su padre era médico?
⇒ Ella mencionó que su padre era médico hace mucho tiempo

neutral

Dies ist etwas anderes als eine Cantina-Leuchte
⇒ Dies ist sicherlich keine Cantina-Leuchte

entailment

Ensuite, il enfonce un tube respiratoire dans la gorge du patient mort.
⇒ Le patient vit toujours.

contradiction

English Translation
You remember her once mentioning that her father was a doctor?

⇒ She mentioned her father being a doctor a long time ago.
neutral

This is something other than a cantina fixture.

⇒ This is certainly not a cantina fixture.
entailment

Next he shoves a breathing tube down the dead patient ’s throat .

⇒ The patient is still alive.
contradiction

Query set
Une pièce qualifie Frank Lloyd Wright de terrible ingénieur.
⇒ Piece a également déclaré que Wright était un bien meilleur concepteur.

neutral

Sus rápidos oídos captaron el sonido del tren que se acercaba.
⇒Escuchó que el tren se acercaba rápidamente.

entailment

یافت. کاربرد ایتالیا در بار نخستین برای عربی ارقام بعد به دوازدهم قرن از

کرد.⇒ استفاده عربی ارقام از که بود کشوری اولین فرانسه

contradiction

English Translation
A piece calls Frank Lloyd Wright an awful engineer.

⇒Piece also stated Wright was a much better designer.
neutral

Her quick ears caught the sound of the approaching train.

⇒She heard the train approaching fast.
entailment

From the twelfth century onwards, Arabic numerals were first used in Italy.

⇒France was the first country to use Arabic numerals.
contradiction

Table 7: Example for a 3-way 1-shot episode in the second scenario. In this example, the support set
samples are selected from French, Spanish, and German datasets, respectively, and the query set samples
are selected from French, Spanish, and Persian datasets, respectively.
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Figure 3: Confusion matrices of the best-obtained model (8-shot with four auxiliary languages) in both
meta-learning algorithms on the FarsTail test set. (Top): Reptile algorithm results. (Bottom): Prototypical
algorithm results.
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